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THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP AND WEAKLY

CONFLUENT MAPPING ON ANRs, I
Joachim Grispolakis (1)

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper

2

is to study weakly con

fluent mappings defined on ANRs ana on inverse limits of
manifolds and to examine the affect of these mappings on
the I-homology groups and the fundamental groups of the
spaces involved.

It is proved that if f: X

~

Y is a

weakly confluent mapping between compact, connected ANRs,
and if every simple closed curve in Y is approximated by a
spiral then f# [HI (Xi7!..)] has finite index in HI
Theorem 3.2).

(Y:7LJ

(see

It is a natural question now to ask whether

this relation between the first homology groups is suf
ficient for f to be homotopic to a weakly confluent mapping
provided that X is a higher dimensional manifold.
also proved (see Corollary 3.6) that if f: X

~

It is

Y is a weakly

confluent mapping from a compact connected n-manifold, n

~

3,

onto an ANR Y such that every simple closed curve is approxi
mated by a spiral and n(Y) is abelian, then f is homotopic
to an open mapping from X onto Y.
It is of interest to know when weakly confluent mappings
defined on manifolds can be approximated by confluent
lThe author was partially supported by the National
Research Foundation of Greece.
2This research was completed while the author was a
visitor at the University of Saskatchewan, Canada.
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mappings.

It is shown that any n-dimensional compact

Hausdorff space, n > 3, can be mapped by a weakly confluent
mapping onto the wedge Y of finitely many compact connected
ANRs with finite fundamental groups.

On the other hand,

for compact n-manifolds, n > 3, with finite fundamental
group, there is not even a confluent map onto such ANRs
(see [6]).

It will be shown in [8] that even if the

fundamental group of Y is a free product of finitely many
finite groups, but Y is not a wedge, then there is no
weakly confluent mapping from I

3

onto Y.

2. Preliminaries

By a mapping we mean a continuous function.
f: X

A mapping

Y from a compact Hausdorff space X onto a Hausdorff

~

space Y is said to be oonfluent

(respectively, weakly

confluent) provided that for every compact connected subset
K of Y and for each (resp., for some) component C of f-l(K)
we have that f{C)

K.

It is known that open mappings are

confluent [17, p. 148].
By an n-manifoZd we mean a topological n-manifold with
or without boundary, and by a Q-manifold we mean a Hilbert
cube manifold [1].

PL means piecewise linear.

we mean a metric absolute neighbourhood retract.

By an ANR
If a

mapping f is non-homotopically trivial, then we write
f non

~

o.

"n

v

For a space X, H (XiG), Hn(XiG) and Hn(XiG)

denotes the n-Cech cohomology group, the n-Cech homology
group and the n-singular homology group, respectively, of
X with coefficient group G.
The following powerful results were obtained by J. J.
Walsh in [13],

[14] and [15].
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A mapping f: M ~ Y from a

compact 3 connected PL n-manifold M3 n

~

33

into a compact

connected ANR Y is homotopic to a monotone open (resp.3 to
an open) mapping of M onto Y if and only if f#: n{M,x)
n{Y,y) is onto (resp.3

TI

+

f#TI{M,X) has a finite index in

(Y ,y)).

By using this result, it was proved in [6] that a
mapping from a compact, connected PL n-manifold, n > 3,
into a compact, connected ANR is homotopic to an open
mapping if and only if it is homotopic to a confluent
mapping.

3. Weakly confluent mappings of ANRs.
In [5] the following result was proved:

3.1 Theorem.

Let f: X

~

Y be a weakly confluent map

ping from a compact Hausdorff space X onto a PL n-manifold 3
n > 2 3 or a Q-manifold.
f*: Hl{Yil)

Then

~ Hl{XiZ)

is a monomorphism.
In fact,

the theorem was proved for Y being an ANR

where every simple closed curve can be approximated by a
spiral in Y, that is, every simple closed curve S is the
remainder of a compactification of a half-line L such that

L US; {{p,e): p

=

e
1 or p

2+e and e > O}.
l+ee

By using

this theorem we shall give a necessary condition for a
mapping to be homotopic to a weakly confluent mapping.
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3.2 Theorem.

Let f: X

~

y

be a weakly confluent

mapping from a compact connected ANR X onto an ANR Y such
that every simple closed curve can be approximated by a

group.
Proof·

Consider the following diagram:

o -)- Ext (H O (Y ill) ,lL) -)- HI (Yi7!.)

Ext<f*,id l 1
a

f*l

~ Ext (H o (Xi~)

,lL)

<P

~

~

Hom (HI (Y ill) ,lL)

0

Hom<f*,idl1

~ HI (XilL)

'¥
-to

Hom(H (XilL) ,lL) -)- 0
l

This diagram consists of two exact sequences (see [11, p.
243]) and a morphism between them, and all the subdiagrams
commute.

Since X and Yare connected, we have that

Hence, by taking the short free resolution 0
for

7L

we can see that Extq,lL) = O.

~

1
have that H (Xi7L)

0

By the exactness of

the two rows in the above diagram, we infer that
are isomorphisms.

~ lL ~

0 -)- lL

and '¥

<p

Since X and Yare compact ANRs, we

=

~l
1
H (XilL) and H (YilL)

=

vI

H (YilL).

By

Theorem 3.1, f* is a monomorphism, and hence, Hom(f*,id)

is

a monomorphism.
Suppose, now, on the contrary, that Hl(Yi7L}/f*Hl(Xi7L}
is an infinite abelian group.

By West's result [16], Y has

the homotopy type of a finite complex, and hence,
is a finitely presented abelian group.
the group G

= Hl(YilL}/f*HI(XilL}

Hl(Y;~}

This implies that

is a finitely presented

infinite abelian group, and hence, we have that G =

lL ID

x

A,

where m > I and A is a finite abelian group {see [la, p. 49]}.
Let p: -R I

(Yi~)

~

G be the natural projection, let

lID

i: G +
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lm

x A be the isomorphism, and let j:

a homomorphism defined by j(zl, ••• ,zm,a)
a homomorphism g:

Hl(Yi~) + ~

a non-trivial homomorphism.

by g

=

j

Zl.
i

0

x A ~ Z be

Define, now,

p.

0

Then 9 is

We'll show that Hom(f*,id) (g)

0, which will contradict the fact that Hom(f*,id) is
a monomorphism.

We have that

Hom(f*,id) (g)

=

g

0

f*,

and hence, Hom (f*, id) (g) (k)

=

j

0

i(O)

=

0, for every element k of Hl(Xil), since

f* (k) E ker p. This completes the proof of the theorem.
There exist simple examples which show that the con
verse of Theorem 3.2 is not true for every space X even if
X is a Cantor n-manifold with n > 3, that is, a compact
connected metric space such that no closed subset A with
dim A < n-2 separates X.

The following is an example which

shows that Problem 2 in [5] has a negative solution in the
way it is stated.

3.3 Exan~Ze.

Let Y = Sl

x

B2 , where B

some point to E 8 1 .

=

Y in such a way that the embedding i: X
Hl(Xi~) ~ Hl(Yi~).

first projection of Y onto Sl.

~

Y induces an

Let p: Y

onto Y.

+

Y

S

1

be the

Suppose, on the

is a weakly confluent mapping of X

By [5, Corollary 3.5], f*:

monomorphism, and since

~

We claim that X does not

admit any weakly confluent mapping onto Y.
contrary, that f: X

is the closed

2
Y/({t } x B ) for
O
It is clear that we can embed X into

2-ball and sl the I-sphere, and let X

isomorphism i*:

2

Hl(y;~)

+

Hl(Xil) is a

Hl(Yi~) ~ Hl(Xi~) ~ l, we infer that
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f* is an isomorphism.

Let So be a dyadic solenoid in Y,

which is not contractible in Y.

Since f is a weakly con

fluent mapping, there exists a compact, connected subset K
of X such that f(K)
~

non

(p
~:

2

By [3, p. 542],

(pISo)

0

(fIK)

0, which implies that

(1)

Let

= SO.

x B ).

Y

f) IK non ~ O.

0

~ X

be the quotient mapping, and let X
o

Then (1)

=

~({tO}

implies that X is a local cut-point of K,
o

but it is not a cut-point of K.

Consider the set K'{X }
O

and let K~ be a two-point compactification of K,{x }.
O
h: K~ ~ K be the induced mapping.

Then h-l(x )
o

=

Let

{a,b}

and hIK~'{a,b} is a homeomorphism of K~'{a,b} onto K'{X }.
O
It is clear, now, that f
such that p

0

f

0

h

~

O.

0

h is a mapping of K~ onto So
This contradicts Fort's result

in [3, p. 542], and completes the proof of the claim.
Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G.
G has property

We say that

(Tor) relative to H provided that for every

element g of G there exists a positive integer n
such that gn E H.

=

n(g,H)

In case that H is a normal subgroup of

G, this means that the group G/H is torsion.

It is apparent

also that if H has a finite index in G, then G has property
(Tor)

relative to H, but not conversely.

3.4 Theorem.

Let f: X

~

Y be a weakly confluent mapping

from a compact oonnected ANR X onto an ANR Y such that every
simple closed curve can be approximated by a spiral in

Y~

and such that f#TI(X) contains the commutator of n(Y).

Then

n(Y) has property (Tor) relative to f#n(X).

TOPOLOGY PROCEEDINGS

Proof.
TI(X)

= G,
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For simplicity, use the following notation:

TI(Y)

= H,

Hl(X;I)

= G/G',

= H/H',

and Hl(Y;I)

where G' and H' are the commutators of G and H, respectively.
Consider also the following diagram.
f#

G

~

gi
G/G'
where g, h and

hI

f*
-------+
~

Let a E H.

H

H/H'

Hl(Y;£)/f*Hl(Xil)

are the quotient homomorphisms.
Then heal
~[h(a)]

By Theorem 3.2,

~

-------+

=

~[h(a)]

aHa and

=

aH'f*(G/G').

is an element of finite order, and

hence, there exists a positive integer n such that
anH' E f*(G/G').

Let bEG such that f*(bG')

Then f*g(b) = anH ' •
(see [4, p. 51])
that f#(b)H'

=

By the commutativity of the diagram

we have that hf#(b) = anH', which implies

anH' or a-nf#(b) E H'.

a-nf#(b) E f#(G) which implies that af#(G)

= anH'.

By the hypothesis
n

E f#(G), and since

is a group, we also have that an E f#(G), which

completes the proof of the theorem.

3.5 Corollary.
pact~

connected PL

Let f: M

~

n-manifoLd~

Y be a mapping from a com
n

>

3~

onto an ANR Y suoh

that every simple closed curve can be approximated by a
spiral in

Y~

of n(Y).

Then f is homotopic to an open mapping onto Y

and such that f#n(M) contains the commutator

if and only if f is homotopic to a weakly confluent mapping.
Proof.

Since open mappings are weakly confluent,

one direction is trivial.
a weakly confluent mapping.
property (Tor)

Suppose that f is homotopic to
Then by Theorem 3.4, TI(Y) has

relative to f#TI(M).

Since f#TI(M) contains
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the commutator of TI(Y), by [9, p. 101], f#TI(M)
subgroup of TI(Y), and hence, 7T(Y)/f#TI(M)

is a normal

is an abelian

group, and since it is torsion and finitely presented,
by [10, p. 49] it is a finite group.

By Theorem 2.1, f is

homotopic to an open mapping.
In Theorem 4.1 we will show, the condition in Corollary
3.5 thatf#TI(X) contains the commutator of n(Y)
if no extra restrictions on Yare imposed.

is necessary

So the follow

ing questions can be posed.

Question 1.

Let f: X

~

Y be a weakly confluent map

ping from a compact connected PL n-manifold X onto a
PL m-manifold Y, with n, m > 3.

Is f homotopic to a light

open mapping of X onto Y?

Question 2.

Let f: M

~

Y be a mapping from a compact,

connected, PL n-manifold, n > 3, into an ANR Y such that
every simple closed curve can be approximated by a spiral
in Y.

If n(Y) has property (Tor)

relative to f#n(M)

is

then f homotopic to a weakly confluent mapping of M onto Y?
Finally, we state the following--rather surprising-
consequence of Corollary 3.5.

3.6 Corollary.
pact~

Let f: M

connected PL n-manifold

~

M~

Y be a mapping from a com
n

~

3~

into a compact con

nected ANR such that every simple closed cupve can be ap
ppoximated by a spipal in Y and such that the fundamental
gpoup of Y is abelian.

Then the following ape equivalent:

TOPOLOGY PROCEEDINGS
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f

is homotopic to a weakly confluent mapping of

f

is homotopic to an open mapping of M onto Y;

M onto Y;
(2)

(3) n(Y)/f#n(X) is a finite abelian group.

4. Some constructions of weakly confluent mappings
In this section we construct weakly confluent mappings
from any compact Hausdorff space of dimension at least
three onto some compact ANRs with fundamental groups being
the free products of finite groups, and we show that these
are the weakly confluent images of the 3-cube, but they are
not even the confluent images of any manifold with finite
fundamental group.

4.1 Theorem.

Let Y be a

compact~

connected ANR which

is the wedge of ANRs with finite fundamental groups.

Then

given any compact Hausdorff space X of dimension at least
three~

there exists a weakly confluent mapping of X onto

Y.
Proof.

We shall first construct a weakly confluent

mapping of the 3-cube B

3

onto Y.

For this let Y be the

wedge of the ANRs Y1 'Y 2 '···'Ym such that Yi

for every i

~

ji

i,j

=

O

O

=

Yj

= {YO}

1,2,···,m, and such that for each i,

n(Yi,y ) is a finite group.
IT(Y,y )

n

Then

IT(Yl,y ) *n(Y ,y ) * ••• *n(Ym,y )'
O
2 O
O

that is, IT(Y,y ) is the free product of IT(Yl,y ) , ••• ,

O

n(Ym,y ).

O

Let also

Bi,B;, ... ,B;

O

be PL homeomorphic copies

3
of B with base points x l' x 2'···' x m' respectively, being
on the boundary of the cubes.

Since n(Yi,y ) is a finite

O
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group, by Theorem 2.1 there exists an open and onto
mapping

f~:
(B~,x.)
~ (Y;,yO) for each i
1
~
~

1,2,··.,m.

.L.

=

Consider, now, for each i
h.:
1.

1,2, ••• ,m a PL mapping

B~1 ~ B~1. defined as follows:

Let 0

,
1

be a sufficiently

small PL 2-disc centered at xi on the boundary of B

3
and
i

let Ui(x ) be a PL homeomorphic copy of Dix[O,l] such
i
that Ui(x i ) n

aB~

= DiX{O}.

Then hi maps

wise linearly and homeomorphically onto

piece

B~'{X.}
and
1.
1.

Obviously, hi is a monotone PL mapping

hi[Ui(X )] = {xi}·
i
of

B~'Ui (xi)

B~ onto itself.

Take f i

and hi is monotone, f

i

=

fi

hi.

0

Since fi is open

3
is a confluent mapping of (Bi,x )
i

onto (Yi,yO) such that f

-1

i

=

(YO)

Ui(x i ) for each i

=

1,2,·.· ,me
333
We, now, form a connected sum M of B ,B ,···,B as
l
2
m

follows:

D. (1)
1

I
I

X.

I

1

1

IL

,,

I.

J.--+-------~

_

,,

D. (2)
-7'-----.~

1.

B~1
Figure 1
Consider D. to consist of two PL 2-discs o~l) and D~2) ,
1

1

1

which intersect on a PL arc Ii' which contains the point
xi (see Figure 1) and identify oil) with

D~2) such that
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and 1 are identified and also the points xl and x are
1
2
2
identified. Then identify D(l) with D(2) such that 1 and
2
3
2

1

1

3

are identified and also the points x

fied.

Di 2 )

2

and x

are identi

3

Continue this process and finally identify D(l) with
m
such that II and

1m are

identified.

Call

X

o the

resulting point from the identification of the points
Xl,···,X m' and define a function f:
setting flBf

f

(M,x O)

for each i = 1,2,···,m.

i

~

(Y,yO) by

Then by the

construction f is a continuous and onto function, and M
is a PL 3-cube.

It remains to prove that f is a weakly

confluent mapping.

For this notice that if K is a sub-

continuum of Y, then we have to consider the following
cases:
(i) K does not contain YO:

Then there exists some i

for which K c Yi,{y O}' and hence, f
f

i

-1

(K) = f

-1

l

(K).

Since

is confluent, we infer that every component of f-l(K)

maps onto K.
(ii) K contains Yo' but is not separated by YO:

Then

we face this case as in case (i).
(iii) yo is a cut-point of K:

n

Y is always a
i
subcontinuum of Y i for each i = 1,2,.·.,m, and hence, the
of f-l(K

n

onto K n Y , since f
i
i
f-l(K n Y.)

=

component C

i

\1

Then C

=

C

l

U C

2

U •••

Then K

Y ) which contains X maps by f
o
i
is confluent and

U

f-:-l(K
1.

n

Y.)
1

U f-l(yo).

C is a component of f -1 (K) which
m

is mapped by f onto K.
To complete, now, the proof of the theorem, let g: X
be a weakly confluent mapping from X onto M.

For the

~

M
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existence of such a mapping see [7, Theorem 4.3].

Then

fog: X + Y is a weakly confluent mapping of X onto Y.

4.2 Remarks.

(1) In Theorem 4.1, consider X to be any

compact PL n-manifo1d, n

~

3, with finite fundamental group,

and Y to be the wedge of at least two ANRs with finite
fundamental groups.

Then there exist weakly confluent

mappings of X onto Y, but there does not exist any conflu
ent mapping from X onto Y, since any mapping f: X
such that f#'/r(X) has infinite index in

1r(Y)

+

Y is

(see [6]).

(2) A very simple consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 4.1
is that the abelianization of any free product of finitely
many finite groups is a finite group.
The following problem is of interest:

Problem 3.

Characterize all the weakly confluent

images of the 3-cube.
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